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0. Introduction. Let Mn be an n dimensional Riemannian space whose
metric tensor is given by gab in terms of local coordinates [xa}l). A vector
field va is called a Killing vector if it satisfies the Killing's equation:

(O.i) VΛ+VΛ=O,

where va=gacv
c and Vα denotes the operator of the covariant derivation. An

affine Killing vector is, by definition, a vector field va satisfying the equation:

(0.2) VαV^c+#βαδc^=0,

where Reab° is the Riemannian curvature tensor. As the equation (0.2) is a
consequence of (0.1), a Killing vector is necessarily an affine Killing vector.
As to the converse, the following theorem is famous.

THEOREM A. (Yano [5]2>) In a compact Riemannian space an affine
Killing vector is a Killing vector.

On the other hand, concerning the integrability condition of Killing's
equation, the following theorem is well known.3)

THEOREM B. A necessary and sufficient condition in order that for
any point p of a Riemannian space Mn and any constants Ca and Cab

(=—Cba) there exists (locally) a Killing vector va satisfying va(^>) = Caf

(^avύ)(fi)=Cab is that Mn is a space of constant curvature.

As a generalization of Killing vector, K. Yano [6] has defined Killing
tensor as follows:

A skew symmetric tensor uaι...ar is called a Killing tensor of order r, if
it satisfies

1) Indices a, b,... run over the range 1,2,..., n.
2) The number in brackets refers to the Bibliography at the end of the paper.
3) For example, L. P. Eisenhart, [1], p. 213.
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(0. 3) Vα^α,...αrτl+ Vα/Wr α^O.

We shall call this equation the Killing- Yano's equation.
The purpose of this paper is to obtain the corresponding theorems for

Killing tensor of order 2 to the theorems stated above.
In §1 we shall deduce an equation for Killing tensor corresponding to

(0. 2). §2 will be devoted to the discussion of the integrability condition of
Killing- Yano's equation. T. Fukami and S. Ishihara [3] have given an example
of Killing tensor of order 2 which is related to the almost complex structure
on S6 given by A. Frohlicher [2]. Recently Y. Ogawa [4] showed that there
exists Killing tensors of order odd in a Sasakian space. In §3 we shall give
examples of Killing tensor of order 2 in the Euclidean space and in the
sphere. About Killing tensor of order r(> 2) we shall discuss in another place.

1. Killing tensor. Let uab be a Killing tensor in an n (>2) dimensional
Riemannian space Mn. Then as we have

it follows that

Interchanging the indices in (1.1) as a —» b —> c —> α, we have

(1.3) VcVα*

Forming (1.!) + (!. 2)-(l. 3), we get

Then by virtue of the Ricci's identity:

we can write (1.4) in the following form:

(1. 5) 2 Vα Vδwcd+2Rbca

eude—Rbad

euce—Racd

eube—Rύcd

euae=0.

Though (1.5) may be the equation corresponding to (0.2), it seems
desirable that we have equations in the form skew symmetric with i

to be
respect
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to b, c and d. We shall proceed to find such equations as follows.
Interchanging the indices in (1.5) as b — > c — > d — > b, we have

2 Vα Vcwdδ + 2Rcda

eube - Rcab

eude - Radb

euce - Rcabeuae = 0 ,

2 Vα V Ac + 2Rdba

euce - Rdac

eube - Rabc

eude - Rdbc

euae = 0 .

Adding these equations to (1. 5) and taking account of the skew symmetric
property of Vδwcd, we can get

(1. 6) Vα V6«cd + (l/2XRcda'ubβ + Rbea'ude + Rdba

euce) = 0,

or equivalent ly

Vα V 6W c d + (l/2)(JRββc dUb

e + ΛβαiXd + ReabdUc

e) = 0.

It seems to be suitable to consider (1. 6) as the equation corresponding to
(0.2).

REMARK. In a space of constant curvature, as we have

(1.7) Ra.c

d = k(gbβa

d-gac^}

where k is constant, the equation (1.5) reduces to the following form:

(1. 8) VaVbucd=--k(gabucd + gacudb + gadubc).

For the discussion in the next section we prepare the following

LEMMA. // there exists (locally) a Killing tensor uab satisfying uab(f) — Cab

for any point p of Mn and any constants Cab ( = — Cδα), then Mn is a space
of constant curvature.

PROOF. Forming (1.6) x 2— (1.5), we can get

i.e.,

By the assumption, as the skew symmetric part of coefficients of ufe are zero,

we have
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/δe =0.

By contraction with respect to d and f it follows that

Transvecting this with gba, we have Rc

e = (R/n)δc

e, where R means the scalar
curvature. Thus we can obtain the equation of the form (1. 7). Q.E.D.

Now we shall call a skew symmetric tensor uab an affine Killing tensor
(of order 2) if it satisfies (1. 6). Then a Killing tensor is an affine Killing
tensor. Conversely, we can obtain the following theorem corresponding to
Theorem A.

THEOREM 1. In a compact Rie?nannian space, an affine Killing
tensor ( of order 2 ) is a Killing tensor.

PROOF. Transvecting (1.6) with gab, we have

(1.9) V α V α w

where Rce—gabRcabe means the Ricci tensor.
Next from transvection (1.6) with gbc, it follows that V α V δ Wδ d

 = 0, so
we get

Without loss of generality we may assume that Mn is orientable and
then applying the Green's theorem to (1.10) we have

(i.ii) vχd=o.

Thus we know that an affine Killing tensor satisfies (1.9) and (1.11). On
the other hand, it is known that these equations are a sufficient condition for
a skew symmetric tensor uab to be a Killing tensor.4) Thus the theorem is
proved. Q.E.D.

2. Integrability condition of Killing-Yano's equation5). In a Riemannian
space Mn (n>2) we consider Killing-Yano's equation as a system of partial

4) K.Yano, [6], K.Yano and S. Bochner, [7] p. 76.
5) In this section, we shall assume that Mn and all quantities are real analytic.
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differential equations of unknown functions uab. This system is equivalent to
the following system of partial differential equations with unknown functions
uab and uabc :

(2.1) ubc+ucb=0,

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2. 5) Vα«ftcd= -^c.

We shall discuss the integrability condition of this system.
Assume that the system (2.1)̂ (2.5) is completely integrable, so for any

point p of Mn and any constant Cab (=— Qα) and C6cd ( = — Ccδd = — Cδdc)
there exists (locally) . a Killing tensor uab satisfying uab(p) = Cab and
(WO ($=Cbcd. Then, by Lemma in §1, we know that Mn is a space of
constant curvature.

Conversely, we shall show that the system is compltely integrable if Mn

is of constant curvature.
From our assumtion, we can replace (2.5) by the following equation :

(2. 5)' Vα«&cd = -k(gabucd+gacudb+gadubc\

on taking account of (1.8).
The equation obtained from (2.1) by differentiation :

daubc + daucb = 0, (3β = d/dxa\

are satisfied identically by (2.4), (2.3) and (2.1). Next consider the equations
obtained from (2.2) by differentiation :

(2.6) 3««acd + 3α«d>d=0.

We can see easily that (2.6) is satisfied identically by (2.5)', (2.1) and (2.3).
The equation obtained from (2.3) :

are satisfied identically too by virtue of (2.1), (2.5)' and (2.3).
Next consider the integrability condition of (2.4) :
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(2. 7) VαV δ W c d

Taking account that Mn is of constant curvature, we know that (2.7) is an
algebraic consequence of (2.4), (2.5)' and (2.1).

The integrability condition of (2.5)' is

V/ Vestal — Vα V/^δcd = — RfabeUeca — Rfac^bea — RfaάUbcey

which follows from (2.5)', (2.4), (2.2) and (2.3).

Thus the system (2.1) — (2.4) and (2.5)' is completely integrable. Hence
we get

THEOREM 2. A necessary and sufficient condition in order that Killing-
Yano's equation is completely integrable is that the Riemannian space Mn

(n > 2) is a space of constant curvature.

3. Examples of Killing tensors, (i) Let En+1 be a Euclidean space and
[yλ] (λ = l, ,w + l) an orthogonal coordinate system. A Killing tensor in
En+1 is a skew symmetric tensor uλμ, such that

(3. i) a^+aMf*;u,=o, (aλ=a/ay).

For such a tensor, we have by virtue of (1.5)

dλdμuvω=0.

Integrating the last equation we get as the general solution of (3.1)

(3.2) uvω=yaaavω+bvω,

where aawύ and bvω are skew symmetric constant tensors.
(ii) Consider an τz + 1 dimensional Riemannian space Mn+1 and a hyper-

surface Mn represented locally by yλ=y\xa} in terms of local coordinates
{yλ} in Mn+ί and {xa} in Mn. Putting Ba

λ = dyλ/dxa, the induced metric gat>
is given by gab = GλμBaBf, where Gλβ means the Riemannian metric of Mn+1.
The second fundamental tensor Hab

λ is defined by

where j CΛ means the ChristoffeΓs symbols of gab.

Let uλμ be a skew symmetric tensor field in Mn+1 and assume that it is
tangent to Mn at any point of M", i.e., we have on Mn
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(3.3) uλ»=BΪBfva\

where vab is a skew symmetric tensor field on Mn.
Defining B\ by Ba

λ=gabgλμBf, (3.3) reduces to

uλμ=B\B\vab

in terms of co variant components of the tensor.
If we differentiate the last equation covariantly along Mn, we obtain

Transvecting this with Bd

λ we can get

(3. 4) Bc

vBd

λ

Now we assume that our Mn is totally umbilic. Then there exists a
vector field Cλ on Mn locally such as Hc

b

μ = Cμΰc

b and hence (3.4) reduces to

Be

vBa

λ Vvuλμ = Cμvdc+ Bb

μ vcvd>.

This equation shows that vdb is a Killing tensor on Mn provided that uλμ is
Killing.

Now let Mn+1=En+l and apply the above argument to the sphere
Sn :2(yλ)2 = l. The condition in order that a skew symmetric tensor uλμ to be
tangent to Sn everywhere is yauaμ=0. As a Killing tensor in En+l is of
the form (3.2), we know that

is a Killing tensor defined globally on Sn

y where aaλμ is a skew symmetric
constant tensor in En+1.
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